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Unpacking the Solo Table for use
The Solo Table will arrive with the legs folded away – this is to ensure that
it arrives undamaged.

The first stage of unpacking is to loosen the lever
handle as shown and tilt the table top upwards.
TAKE CARE – the table is unstable at this point

The Legs are then rotated outwards on both sides.

The legs are secured in position by tightening the handwheel into
the inset position on the tab.

Using the Solo Table.
The Castors should be locked while in use to
maintain stability

To set the table to the desired height and angle, the lever handle is released as
shown

The table top is then positioned and re-secured
using the lever handle

The Solo Table can be used at a variety heights and angles, simply by
loosening the lever handle.

Care Instructions
CARE & MAINTENANCE
Your Solo table has been designed and produced to a high standard. With correct use
and maintenance it will give you many years of trouble-free service.
Please read the following instructions:


Regularly inspect the tilt mechanism and all screw fittings and lever handles to
ensure that they are in good working order.



Brakes, wheels and tyres are subject to wear. If they need to be replaced, the
work must be carried out according to the fitting instructions provided.



Only genuine parts should be used when your Solo table is repaired.



Regular lubrication of moving parts will extend the life of your Solo table and will
make adjusting parts easier. Use a spray lubricant and wipe off any excess
spray. Any overspray will encourage a build up of dirt.



Make sure that you are familiar with the adjustments on your Solo table. It
should always adjust easily, so do not force the mechanism if it does not move
easily. Stop and read the user guide again.



Wheels and other plastic or metal parts may be wiped clean with warm water and
a mild detergent.



Never clean the Solo table with abrasive cleaners, ammonia based, bleach
based or spirit based cleaners.



After exposure to damp conditions, dry off your Solo table with a soft cloth, and
leave with the Table top upright in a warm, dry environment.



Store your Solo table in a dry, safe place.

